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About This Game

Welcome to the world of japanese mahjong!

Overview

Japanese mahjong, also known as Riichi Mahjong, is a 4 player tabletop game. Play against other players from all over the
world in the online multiplayer mode.

Aim for the highest value possible with your hand and triumph over your opponents! Be careful not to play into someones hand
while advancing your own. The simplified tutorial will explain newcomers how to play the game in a quick and easy

understandable manner. A always available handsheet ingame shows you all possible combinations (yaku) with their conditions
and examples so you can ensure you are on the correct track!

Features:

 Singleplayer

 Online multiplayer

 Tutorial
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Early impressions:

I really enjoyed what i've played so far, the way it plays reminds me of Spyro or Banjo Kazooie. Neat looking game, interesting
lay out and very pretty for it's genre. It's simple and rewarding at the beginning, the directions are pretty clear on what to do.
Combat is button mashy, which is great. Jumping is a little floaty and unpredictable, especially in precise jumps. The camera I
actually like, excluding the random moments where it zooms up my gnomes butt hole. Honestly for $5 (current week only), why
not? I had fun and i'll play more.
. Doesn't really add much to the game, particularly if you don't enjoy playing in eastern nations.. This game has one advantage
over PUBG:

It's fun.. UPlay ruined this game for me.. This game is by far an experience that you WILL NOT FORGET!!! Might i add that
you will also not REGRET it in any way shape or form. Werf, but needs nerf.

Should be free but still werf..

Please fix the WHITEOUT bug.

Thank you for your hard work and efforts.. We liked it.
All of the controls are solid, and everything acts as expected. It was fun to play through as a family (local) and I suspect we will
play through quite a few times more before we're bored of it.

The only real downside is that there are only 9 holes, but the 9 holes are all very nice and for 2.99 (half of a trip to Starbucks) I
can't really complain. Hopefully there will be more holes added in the future. Even if they're 1.99 per 9 hole DLC, I'd buy it.

Good work. Fun game.. Second worst video game Ive played in the last 40 years.. when trying to get into a server there are no
servers popping up for me to get into if possible please help me i want to play. and when i first get into the game is says no
verison info. this and codeacademy go together well. It just helps you memorize the format of the code.. If the DLC content was
ever available when Ubisoft launched it. But sadly this is not the case. Ubisoft did a good job on the game, but completely failed
with the DLC.
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Adding flying to a shooter and make it a good video game it's a hard task, but SPY BUGS does it very well. The game is very
funny and already good enough for such an early state (alpha)! Of course it needs more maps and more people, but I'm
positive they will come and SPY BUGS will be an even better game. I'm loving the experience so much that I decided to
make my review on video, instead of only writing this Steam analysis:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=JdA2hVbPhX0. Contains spoilers ~~

TL;DR - Good simplistic (controls) strategy game with some bugs (e.g. stuck after winning) to iron out. Have not tried
the multiplayer yet. This is a rather well made game with bugs that makes recommending it a little difficult. Until the
bugs are fixed, it's buyable to support the dev, but frustrating when played.

Mushroom Wars 2 is actually tactically fun! I bought it when it wasn't on sale after watching its gameplay online.
Granted its just mushroom people walking around the map trying to conquer mushroom villages throughout the game.
However, strategic use of the "God Powers" help to secure an otherwise unwinnable scenario, especially if on higher
difficulty levels. There's satisfaction in watching hundreds march upon the AI opponent who had just recently oppressed
your tiny little village, watching the AI go from offensive to defensive and then defeat. But beware, at the slightest
mistake, the AI could turn the table around, or at least cause nuisance before the game ends. Appropriate use of the army
size selector is greatly recommended.

On highest difficulty setting, it's almost impossible to win though, as if the AI predicts your every move, knows your
every village-strength. They already start with greater numbers with higher-leveled villages, and sometimes with
geographical advantages too. So for perfectionists trying to obtain all achievements, good luck. Mushroom Wars 2 is
really a decent game with appropriately simple controls and UI.

Nevertheless, there are still quite a number of bugs that are not game-breaking, but absolutely frustrating, such as being
stuck on the map after a win, not actually securing the win because it just shows the end-game of that round without
proceeding back to the campaign progression map. This is especially cringeworthy after winning a map on the highest
difficulty setting. Another point where one could get stuck would be after acknowledging the win, during the blackout
transition back to the campaign-progression map. These are on top of getting stuck on loading screens.

If encountering any of the above except the "stuck on loading screen", it's advisable to just wait for a while. Maybe 10
minutes. But I hope the devs really consider fixing the issue.

Just found that waiting for several minutes puts me back at the campaign progression screen, but doesnt count that
particular mission as successful. This has wasted quite a lot of time repeating the missions, especially those that are
difficult to begin with.. Worst 8-bit game ever.. And finally, volume 3, the greatest Rwby volume to date (Volume 4
hype though).

But don't buy this. It's a waste of money. You can't download this at all, it's only streamed through steam, which you can
do for free on youtube or rooster teeth's site. If you want to support rooster teeth, do it on their own site, not on steam.
What's the point of paying money if I don't get to do anything with it other than be allowed to watch it? Because
seriously, I can just watch it in other places. I would like to have an option for offline viewing if I am going to bother
paying money.. SO FAR SO GOOD, has a great concpet and they had new factions with there own uniqe units. Plays
awesome Sweedish porno movie music durring gun battles.

20/10 Would be a DEA gaent in a bloody sweedish porno again!. If you're after more rollingstock then yes go ahead but
if not don't bother unless it's on sale.

Plenty of shunting in a decent sized yard. 2 scenarios in career mode and another 4ish in standard mode. It does get dull
as it's just nothing but hauling dead loco's around with the nasty suprises of getting a game over due to wagons\/loco's
derailing themselves while trying to couple to them or getting penalties for using fuel which is moronic since if you don't
move you don't get anywhere.. I have given up already. The bagging is just not manageable. Nothing goes where you tell
it to, products bounce out of bags...it's not possible to get it done quickly enough. Frustrating and not intuitive at all..
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good rpgmaker type game, seems to be some tech issues the developers refuse to address with lots of folks, never a good
thing for your reputation. They did take the btime to make a card set though which is more than a lot of other devs do. It
would be a top notcyuh rpgM title of they would address the tech issues which seem to be the only problem, the game
itself seems great.. Claims to support keyboard and mouse but it doesn't. Although I can move around I am aways
moving in the same directions. Moving my head points me at something but pressing "W" to move forward moves me
relative to me start position.

Update 17.1:
Hotfix

-Monster spawning disabled in Crypt entrance. This was causing all sorts of problems.. Update 10.2.1:

Hotfixes:. Update 10.23:

Hotfix:. Update 11.3:

Hotfixes:. Update 16.1:
Hotfixes

- A bug causing save files not being able to load due to not having any equipment on.
- A bug that considered new weapons as level 0 and was not giving the player any stats.
- When crafting if you placed a Meteor first and then you placed any other crafting material like a piece of
wood, iron bar, etc. it would cause the game to freeze.. Update 13.2:

Gameplay Changes. Version 0.9.1D:

Quality of Life:
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